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Calculated Narratives in Mexican Titulares 

 
Abstract:  

This paper explores the extent to which socio-political narratives about the U.S. and Mexico are circulated via 

Mexican headlines between the years 2000-2015, and questions if calculated jargon is orchestrated and 

distributed to serve national socio-political interests. It examines whether discursive formations represented 

by newspaper headlines function as a type of conformist, antipathetic, reproachful, and/or reclamative 

narrative producer that generates sentiment in the same manner that the Latino Threat Narrative, theorized 

by Leo Chavez, produces self-serving iterations of Latino (specifically Mexican) personification in the U.S. It 

then discusses the importance that geography has had in developing a political narrative within Mexico and 

proceeds to discuss how threat narratives are constructed with such historiography in mind. Finally, it analyzes 

headline jargon in the Mexican periodicals El Norte, Reforma, and Mural between 2000-2015. It is the intent of 

this paper to outline what function headline jargon serves in Mexican narrative arenas, and to examine 

whether the way they challenge the U.S. reconstitutes a Mexican identity, or establishes completely different 

priorities and socio-political agendas. Specific deliberation of Mexican print media geared towards a Mexican 

audience is absent from discussions on how the LTN and its counter-narrative effort operate. 

 
Keywords: Headlines, Latino Threat Narrative, Mexico, Immigration, Border 

 

 

Introduction 

In the U.S.-produced Latino Threat Narrative, fueled by a generally white nationalist perspective, 

Mexicans are depicted as an enemy to social and economic institutions. This theory, originally 

posited by Leo Chavez, reveals the role that print media has played in the perpetuation of this 

stereotype in the broad U.S. public consciousness, and demonstrates how headlines are an effective 

tool to bolster fear-mongered racialized space.  

While his work is exemplary in its consideration of the calculated constructions broadcasted via 

U.S. print media, it does not consider what is produced in Mexico and whether that has had an 

equally as deliberate position in propagating a specific narrative towards the U.S. To address this gap 

and to highlight features of Mexican rhetoric between 2000-2015 as compared to that which was 

circulated by U.S. print newspaper media, I have examined Mexican headlines against U.S. 

counterparts. A contrasted yet intertwined dialogue emerges with one side (the U.S.) remaining 

reticent while the other (Mexico) becoming more forthright. I explore this duality using a framework 

informed by María Josefina Saldaña-Portillo’s work on racialized geography, Lee Bebout’s notion of 

“ocular currency”, images of the U.S. within Mexico as discussed by Stephen Morris, and Aviva 

Chomsky’s deliberations on the U.S.’ susceptibility to politicized fictions.  

I selected the year 2000 as the starting focal date as it fell one year before the September 11th, 

2001 terrorist attacks in New York City, i.e. before the subsequent policy changes to immigration and 

the escalation of public terrorism fears in the United States. The year 2000 is also well after the 

North American Free Trade Agreement had been entrenched, Operation Gatekeeper (and the like) 

had been carried out, and the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act had long been engrained. It 

was believed that NAFTA would lead to the creation of more jobs and better economic stability in 

Mexico negating the need to immigrate to the U.S. While debating the specific positive and negative 

effects of NAFTA is not the intent here, it is important to note that NAFTA contributed to widening 

the economic social gap between wealthy and poor population sectors (cf. Chomsky). 

Operation Gatekeeper represented a shift towards a more militarized tactical ideology along the 

U.S.-Mexican Border. It had two unanticipated results: first, the number of migrants who died while 

attempting to cross the border increased because of crossing in more remote areas. Second, those 
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who crossed opted to stay in the U.S. for much longer periods of time to avoid the risks of crossing 

the border again (Nevins). The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 placed a legal 

responsibility and penalty on employers for recruiting and/or hiring undocumented immigrants. It 

also legalized undocumented immigrants who had entered the country before January 1982, had 

resided in the U.S. continuously with no significant legal quandaries to note, and could demonstrate 

a reasonable knowledge of the English language and American culture.  

These particular events contributed to creating an environment in which anti-Latino/a rhetoric in 

the U.S. would remain at a constant boil as the millennium began. An intense “rhetoric of exclusion” 

and “public anxiety over immigration and related issues of multiculturalism, [Latino] race, and 

national identity [security]” had been decisively established by the year 2000 as a direct 

consequence of the above-mentioned historical moments (Chavez, “Covering Immigration” 8, 12). 

 

Origins and Geographies of a Political Narrative 

Perspectives of a “Mexican Other” have become stunted into generalized caricatures that are 

reinforced by media and political dialogue: drug smugglers, female breeders (with the sole objective 

of birthing an “anchor baby”), nationalists bent on invading and reconquering lost lands, imbecilic 

manual laborers, and freeloaders (Bebout 33-106, Chavez, 1-12, 80-81; Chomsky, “How 

Immigration” 87-112; Morris 17-25). While collecting and examining headline samples from Mexican 

periodicals and considering them against the backdrop of Chavez’s Latino Threat Narrative, perhaps 

most unexpected is how anti-Mexican cautionary propaganda in the U.S. is nearly identical in 

rhetoric, presentation, and distribution in the late nineteenth century, throughout the twentieth 

century, and now again in the first quarter of the twenty-first century (Bebout 33-106, Chavez, 

Guitérrez “Walls and Mirrors”, Nevins). 

This is surprising when one compares the duration of these distorted labels to other immigrant 

groups that also encountered intervals of racism and/or ethnic backlash at the start of their 

migration and settlement, yet arguably abated over time (Chavez 33, Chomsky, “How Immigration” 

42-48).1 In attempting to address why such narrative stunting has occurred, it is important to note 

that within the U.S., “representations of Mexico [and] Mexicans . . . are deployed to construct white 

identity, or more accurately white identity as American identity” (Bebout 2). Over and over again, 

the legacies and discursive traditions that Mexican-centric threat narratives are drawn from have 

been the ones that consistently endeavor to “naturalize whiteness” and radicalize (Mexican) 

brownness (Bebout 2). 

The notion of representation is particularly key in embarking on an examination of the Mexican 

inward/upward gaze since it manifests quite distinctly from its northern neighbor. In Indian Giver: 

Racial Geographies across Mexico and the United States, Saldaña-Portillo discusses perceptions, 

accuracies, and misrepresentations of “self” versus “other” in these two nations out of which 

emerges a clearer picture as to how present-day print narratives have been fortified within Mexico. 

She borrows from Octavio Paz, who branded “all” Mexicans as being “Hijos de la Malinche”; all are 

“the sons of mother-Malinche, who he characterizes as the victim of violation, of a fraud” (12-13). 

Under such guise, the Mexican idiom “hijo de la chingada” (“son of a bitch”) implies a much more 

profound sense of defilement and ignominy than the Spanish equivalent “hijo de puta” (“son of a 

bitch”). A point of linguistic clarification about these two idioms is necessary. “Hijo de la chingada” 

would most literally mean the son of one who was “screwed” according to Mexican regional jargon.
2
 

While “screwed” in this context is sexual, it could also convey “screwed over”. “Hijo de puta” is 

literally the son of a whore. It is also sexual in nature and an insult but does not convey the same 

defilement that “hijo de la chingada” does. A “puta”, while generally observed as a debased 

                                                
1
Other immigrant groups such as German, Polish and Italian. The obvious exception to a lessening of 

immigrant-directed racism and ethnic backlash would be African Americans. 
2
In Mexico, “chingar” is a colloquialism with numerous applications ranging from mundane to vulgar. In the 

context here, it falls on the vulgar end of the spectrum most closely defined in English as “to fuck”, “to fuck 

over”, or “to fuck with”. 
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profession, suggests that the woman maintains even the most miniscule amount of volition in her 

harlotry while “chingada,” with translations consisting of both literal fornication and a figurative 

bamboozle and/or disconcertment, concedes nothing voluntarily. Thus, an “hijo de la chingada” 

(“all” Mexicans) has much less agency than an “hijo de puta” because they were conceived from an 

act of total forced occupation, a raping of the corporeal in equal part to the landscape. 

It is the latter that is necessary to consider here. If Mexican territory is conceived of as mother-

Malinche, and the “stripping open” promulgated by the “masculine agency of the Spaniard” is 

superimposed over the land, then it becomes easy to see how the products of the violation (future 

generations) are “consequently engendered as humiliated, enraged, and brutish subjects” (Saldaña-

Portillo 13). While Paz generalizes that “all Mexicans are hijos de la chingada/sons of the fucked 

one”. 

Saldaña-Portillo also adds that “[a]t the same time, because all Mexicans are also engendered by 

the Spaniards who raped and conquered, the hijo de la chingada also contains within himself the 

one who rapes, the chingón” (13) (translation ours)
3
. This presents a complex personal and 

geographical duality of simultaneously co-existing as mother-Malinche and father-chingón, or 

progeny of the one who was raped and the rapist. As will be demonstrated, present day motivations 

behind selective and calculated verbiage seen in Mexico-based headline production are enveloped in 

this paradox of self-identifying as “equally injured by/responsible for/born of colonialism” and reveal 

a “historical anxiety” about having been equally “defrauded and defrauder” (Saldaña-Portillo 14). 

 

Devising the Threat 

Viewing land, territory, borders, and the like as artificial constructions encouraged by racial 

motivations underscores the point that “racial geography is a technology [a calculation] of power . . . 

[a] series of techniques used to produce space [and ownership/rights to access] in racial terms” 

(Saldaña-Portillo 17). Yet how to visualize the parameters of such boundaries when physical barriers 

are not and were not always present? Brief, easily consumable, word-based mediums have proved 

useful in this endeavor, acutely so in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries with the 

advent and mass proliferation of social media information sharing.  

Chavez identified several strategies that have been employed in the U.S. to craft the specific 

spectacle needed to secure and perpetuate the anxiety-peddling Latino Threat Narrative (LTN) 

message. They served as a launching pad when shifting the gaze from narratives being produced 

within the U.S. for an American audience to those in Mexico for a Mexican audience. Boiled down to 

its most rudimentary elements, particular scaremonger or doomsayer themes are selected with the 

intent to exploit throughout as many public forums as possible. “Foreign”, “invasion”, and 

“predator” are three of many verbiage examples that could be selected. “Simple dichotomies”—

us/them, invaded/invaders, victims/destroyers, legitimate/illegal, and citizens/non-citizens—also 

exaggerate a sense of “otherness” via a careful selection of emotionally evocative words (“Latino 

Threat” 138).  

These trigger words become a near daily part of rhetoric delivered by both print (magazines, 

newspapers, blogs) and auditory outlets (radio and television talk shows, nightly news broadcasts). 

They are often combined with imagery designed to intensify the reader’s focus on the particular LTN 

word(s) or phrase(s) while implanting a reactionary (but estimated) visual association. Visual 

caricatures that are raised upon referencing “Mexico” or “Mexican” are thus “etched in the mind’s 

eye”, consequently facilitating the cashing-in of the “ocular currency” coined by Bebout, that 

enables a constant and reinforcing interchange of word-to-image associations (40).  

In early 2016, then-Republican Presidential Nominee Donald Trump used this tactic with his first 

official television campaign ad. The imagery was touted as being filmed at the southern U.S.-Mexico 

border. Indistinct bodies move with a sporadic urgency to cross the boundary. An anti-immigrant 

(anti-Mexico) political rhetoric is overlaid as the image plays with the intent to further entice the 

viewer towards believing that such incidents represent a type of truth about what is happening in 

                                                
3
 All Spanish-to-English translations in this paper are ours. 
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the supposedly outlaw-ridden border region. While the LTN intent is obvious, the video imagery 

actually hails from the Italian television network RepubblicaTV, and reports on migrants attempting 

to cross into Melilla, a small Spanish owned enclave on the Moroccan coast, as C. Eugene Emery and 

Louis Jacobson from Politifact proved in January 2016, in “Donald Trump's first TV ad shows migrants 

'at the southern border,' but they're actually in Morocco”. 

Mexico-based newspaper headlines express a sense of incredulity and exasperation towards 

these infectious threat narratives consumed by its northern neighbor. They invoke a type of 

“Mexicanosmosis”, a term I have coined based on William Nericcio’s theory of “Xicanosmosis”, 

“whereby Chicana/o cultural workers [or in this case Mexicana/o] . . . actively work to undermine 

the long history of white supremacist symbolization, producing images that subvert the Mexican 

Other and infiltrate the eyes and minds of readers and viewers” (Nericcio qtd. in Bebout 48). This, in 

turn, provides a space and creates sustainable momentum to reassume control of one’s “otherness” 

and to redirect the course that propagated written dialogue (i.e., newspaper headlines) and 

resulting mental caricatures take. 

As is currently recognized, the LTN is an “exploration of the Mexican image [only] in the white 

mind” (Bebout 42). The following analysis attempts to reveal what the contemporary Mexican image 

in Mexico-produced context might consist of; what is the ocular currency when the gaze is shifted to 

an internal Mexico-on-Mexico forum, or when the gaze is shifted upwards and outwards (the gringo 

image according to the mind of the “hijo de la chingada”, the “chingón”, the “other”). 

 

Alternative Narratives 

Mexico did not remain taciturn when confronted with the propagation of such escalated and 

wildly hyperbolized depictions (drug smugglers, female breeders, invaders, imbecilic laborers, and 

freeloaders) of Mexicans. An increase in bombastic dialogue against Mexico between the 1970s-

1990s had the objective to presumably secure the assignation of Mexican immigrants as a 

diminutive social sect, able to be controlled at the whims of the private sector and political arena 

(Johnson 11-13). It coincided with a Mexican PR attempt to counter the threat narrative’s circulation 

in the United States. Mexican-made photo exhibits, videos, and films highlighting Mexico in a 

positive light were produced and distributed during that period of time to directly challenge the LTN 

visual and written narratives (Johnson 14). In fact, “[e]mployees in Mexican government tourist 

offices were responsible for attending or exhibiting at conferences and giving speeches about 

Mexico in many U.S. cities” with nearly 90% of these activities taking place in the 1980s (Johnson 

14), precisely when fear within the U.S. towards Mexicans and Mexicans immigrants was 

experiencing a resurgence.  

This is tantamount to injecting an alternative de-escalation Mexi-centric narrative in the mix to 

counter the pervasive, negative, and inaccurate images of Mexico. As Johnson explains, “[a]lthough 

much of 1940s-1980s media coverage of Mexico focused on problems such as student repression, 

immigration, and drugs . . . in 1983 the Mexican government paid for updates about U.S. positions . . 

. signifying that Mexico monitored U.S. positions in the region”, and assumingly would adapt their 

public relations and media strategies accordingly (17-18). Much of Mexico’s focus and strategy in 

terms of identifying target audiences came to center around political and economic power centers of 

the U.S. (Washington, members of Congress, U.S. agencies, etc.), or rather precisely those entities 

that were deeply involved with the extreme marginalization and exclusion of Mexican immigrants in 

the U.S., and the instigators for the increasingly pervasive propagation of an anti-Mexican immigrant 

stance. 

Serna details a curious event in 1918 that involved a visit to Washington D.C. by twenty editors 

from the top Mexican “diarios” (“newspapers”) as ambassador-type representatives with the Comité 

de la Información Pública (Public Information Committee). This event was touted as being of 

significant importance in the long history of “relaciones diplomáticas” (“diplomatic relations”) 

between the two nations (Serna 208). While this vague declaration was perhaps true in the sense 

that some of D.C.’s most prominent political figures of the time participated in this summit, further 
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examination of motives reveals a direct conflict for both countries that would only perpetuate the 

already prevalent (and increasingly fossilized) perceptions each nation held towards the other (dim-

witted inferior Mexicans and bullying duplicitous Americans, the latter of which is a staple of the 

LTN). 

On the U.S. side, “Its purpose was to use them as the spearhead of a propaganda campaign to 

improve the U.S.’ image in Mexico” (Serna 208). On the Mexican side, “this strategy conflicted with 

the nationalist spirit of Venustiano Carranza’s government” an administration that was vocally 

skeptical and opposing of its northern neighbor (Serna 208). On a national scale within the U.S., 

disparaging narratives towards Mexicans were being consumed by a public that was more than likely 

unaware that the comparatively small sect of government officials were welcoming “enemy” 

journalists in. Nationally within Mexico, the public was bombarded by presidential and governmental 

rhetoric that reflected a long-held skepticism of U.S. motives and in fact was generally not 

supportive of their journalists participating in the journalistic summit (which was reported on much 

more extensively in Mexico than in the U.S.), let alone those from the most prominent and impactful 

sources of news, opinion, and propaganda. 

With such internal and external tensions in mind, Serna’s most important question throughout 

her analysis is “¿cuál sería la contribución de la prensa Mexicana a las relaciones de México con el 

extranjero?” (“what would be the contribution of the Mexican press to Mexico’s relations abroad”) 

(209). There is an intriguing wordplay at work here since it positions North America as the 

“extranjero” (outsider/foreigner) rather than the more common portrayal of Mexico/Mexicans, by 

the U.S. media, as the outsider/foreigner, and it implies that the most important “relation abroad” 

of all of Mexico’s international relations is with the United States. In response to this question, and 

most relevant for the periodical content examined here, is how this early twentieth century period 

of time enacted fundamental changes in the behaviors of periodical reporting that are still evident 

today. Younger writers forcefully seized the journalistic baton at precisely the moment that the 

general Mexican public, as consequence of the revolution, “aroused interest in news and for 

updated and punctual information . . . The journalist’s work acquired a new public role: he saw 

himself as a man of action who took to the streets to be a witness to the facts” (Serna 209). Such 

revitalized energy instigated a process of self-promotion and self-interest in the spheres of national 

rhetorical representation. Authenticity became a reoccurring theme and insatiable desire of Mexican 

newspaper writing and distribution, as did a massive shift upwards in terms of its 

professionalization. 

Returning to the topic of the PR campaign of the 1970s-1990s, the placement of advertisements, 

etc. suggests that those individuals leading the positive Mexi-centric media efforts were perhaps ill 

informed about their U.S. audience and the actual depth of anti-Mexican sentiment since they opted 

to focus on such a narrow segment of the population as precisely those aiding in propagating that 

very narrative. A threat narrative is not constructed to sway the opinions and reactions of those 

constructing the rhetoric but rather those listening to it, wholly relying on the notion that the 

audience will either not be well-informed enough to decipher the misinformation or hyperbole or is 

simply disinterested enough to take the rhetoric at face value (Chavez, “Latino Threat”). By focusing 

their efforts entirely on a limited political and economic sector, the more important general U.S. 

public did not see the harmless, nearly wholesome, Mexico that the folks steering the PR campaign 

were attempting to propagandize (Johnson 18). 

In the 2000s, an intriguing collision emerged in this vexed space of clashing wholesome/ 

blemished and white/brown narrative negotiations that was once limited to the border region yet, 

because of social media and rapid trans-border interconnectivity, is now prolific throughout both 

nations. The U.S. response to such collisions has been an intensive legal engineering of preserving 

national space as belonging to (white) citizens while simultaneously strengthening not only the 

continuation but the proliferation of exclusionary space for the non-citizen non-white individual. The 

products of calculated exclusionary legislation and subsequent social practice are pointedly 

engineered to protect, maintain, and bolster a “white propertied class” who has high stakes 
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“investment in their whiteness” (Saldaña-Portillo 26). While this may not be new in U.S. or border 

region racial and cultural histories, motivations behind (and components of) the LTN in the U.S. are 

being directly challenged by the large U.S.-based undocumented Latino/a community and 

alternative narratives in Mexico. Increased and enduring spatial collision between the U.S. and 

Mexico is thus not merely “vexed” territorial and physical space, but vexed psychic spaces that 

become evident in the headline-specific textual selections examined below (Saldaña-Portillo 25). 

In the book, Gringolandia: Mexican Identity and Perceptions of the United States, Morris suggests 

that “[l]ittle is known about the nature of Mexicans’ complex sentiments towards their northern 

neighbor [“sus primos del norte”, i.e. “their cousins to the North”], the role such images play in 

shaping national identity or public policy . . . or [how] political changes (democratization) contest 

past images or what might be emerging in their place” (2). Morris ponders internal Mexican cultural 

production to explore what traits are “stressed” or “downplayed” and attempts to identify what the 

perceived impact is that U.S. discursive formations have on Mexico as a nation or for the Mexican 

citizens living there (3).  

Important to realize here is how U.S. imagery in Mexico is not “static” but “fluid”, constantly 

being influenced and modified by external factors such as social media that permit a type of ebb and 

flow of public narrative construction and general perception (Morris 4-5, 26-28). Since much of this 

information and image sharing technology is bred from within the U.S., this same fluidity and 

pliability does not occur within the broad U.S. public forum; the imagery, what is stressed, and what 

is downplayed, in regards to Mexico and the Mexican people, is fixed and has been for decades 

(Chavez “Latino Threat”; Chomsky). 

The power of connotative messaging cannot be understated in either situation, Mexican or 

American, nor can the “contextuality of action” that it breeds, or the “common settings” and 

“mutual knowledge” likewise perpetuated by such deliberate communiqué dispatching, that are so 

necessary for a threat narrative to flourish (Chavez, “Latino Threat”- 42; Giddens 99). If American 

newspaper headlines are steeped in verbiage that directly connect with broader socio-cultural 

narratives, infiltrated with uncritically accepted social and political credo (blind acceptance by the 

masses is indeed the imperium of a successful threat narrative), it is an apt assertion that they 

cannot, and should not, be dismissed as a random, superficial “phenomena” in Mexico either. 

 

Titulares Mexicanos/Mexican Headlines 

I examined headlines between 2000-2015 from the El Norte (Monterrey), Mural (Guadalajara), 

and Reforma (Mexico City) newspapers to investigate whether the same catch phrase and trigger 

word phenomena were occurring in Mexico, and whether rhetorical objectives served a similar 

purpose as the LTN in the United States. I extracted the basic tenets of the LTN and applied them to 

newspaper headlines printed and distributed in the Mexican cities of Monterrey, Guadalajara, and 

Mexico City on the basis that an identical contextuality of action, common setting, and mutual 

knowledge should be equally as present and influential for the Mexican national reader as a 

sampling from New York, Houston, and Los Angeles would be for the gringo-centric U.S. reader.  

Of course, regional idiosyncrasies exist, but the purpose of selecting publications from three 

different regions is to demonstrate the pervasiveness with which a uniform threat narrative diffuses 

on a national scale. Additionally, the Mexican newspaper reader is, presumably, hailing from the 

same social or national pool as the Mexican national magazine reader, thus employing (or perhaps 

succumbing to) the same cultural assumptions and identity markers due to the possession of, and 

influence by, a Mexi-centric forum. It would not be logical for a radical divergence in messaging to 

occur in this case from one print media type to another (social and political stance aside; obviously a 

conservative publication would differ from its liberal counterpart, but conservative and liberal 

publications across media types would sing the same tune regardless of medium). In focusing this 

consideration on Mexican publications rather than U.S., a current void in contemporary 

consideration of the “illegal problem” is addressed, and a perspective that is muzzled (at least 

insofar as the U.S. audience is aware) is admitted into the discursive arena. 
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Chavez established several catch phrases and trigger words that are employed as a type of urgent 

“call to arms” to heighten the threat that Mexican immigrants supposedly pose to the safety and 

stability of the United States. These include the following: repetition of “illegal alien” and “problem” 

in the same sentence, “crisis”, “out of control”, “invasion”, “troubling neighbors”, “danger” (on the 

border and in American border communities), “curse” (as related to proximity and population), and 

the “warning” of the U.S. becoming a “Hispanic nation” or a veritable “Améxica”, (Chavez, “Latino 

Threat” 30-42). 

 

Methods 

Before delving into headline content specific to El Norte, Mural, and Reforma, I first conducted 

generalized searches for “immigration” and “border” using the Google Trends database. This tool 

permits term searches according to location, time period, thematic category, and format (YouTube 

video, image, etc.). Results can be compared according to interest over time and against additional 

search terms, and show related topics and similar queries (lending itself to cursory comparisons in 

order to establish key words). 

I began by casting a wide net with the word “Mexico” as the location, 2000-2015 as the time 

period, “all categories” as the theme, and “web” as the format. As anticipated, the large quantity of 

data necessitated that each subsequent search narrow around more precise search parameters 

(“Mexico City” during the year 2000 with a “News” theme, and “News search” result format, for 

example). I repeated this exercise several times to observe associations between variables such as 

year and location and switched languages between English and Spanish. On the machine used for 

this initial stage, there was potential for results to be influenced by search engine algorithms based 

on search habits or account logins by previous Internet browser users. To attempt to mediate this, I 

conducted this same Google Trends experiment at Kreitzberg Library at Norwich University in 

Northfield, Vermont (a conservative military institution), the Baker-Berry Library at Dartmouth 

College in Hanover, New Hampshire (a private Ivy League university), and the Howe Public Library in 

Hanover, New Hampshire (a free and public library in a predominately liberal town) using different 

machines each time. 

The data collected during this process informed the decision to use El Norte, Mural, and Reforma 

as the periodicals, and locations, of interest. I shifted from Google Trends to NewsBank in order to 

quantify term frequency per year (2000-2015), per periodical. In order to narrow search parameters 

and hone context specificity, I scrutinized the frequency and application of two terms in particular: 

“inmigración” (“immigration”) and “frontera” (“border”). To specify the type of immigration and the 

specific border of interest as the ones between the U.S. and Mexico, I included the terms “EEUU” 

(“U.S.”) and “Estados Unidos” (“United States”) as sub-parameters of search results. During the 

fifteen-year period of interest, the term “inmigración” appeared 363 times while “frontera” 

appeared on 1,366 occasions with a total of 1,729 headline occurrences. Just as with the LTN, the 

incidence of term appearance ebbed and flowed according to national socio-political context, and is 

demonstrated in Tables 1 and 2: 

 

 
 

Table 1. Frequency of the term Inmigración/Immigration 
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Table 2. Frequency of the term Frontera/Border 

 

The newspaper Reforma consistently led with both terms in regard to headline usage frequency 

with 162 (inmigracón) and 605 (frontera), a logical outcome since Reforma is based in Mexico City. 

The next stage involved a systematic document analysis of each of the headlines. In the 

subsequent review of content associated with each, I noticed a shift in discursive tone when 

comparing the start of the millennium versus the end of its first quarter. Four distinct themes 

prominently emerged as I examined the verbiage used: patience and conformity, the heroization of 

border crossers, blurring “terrorismo” (“terrorism”) and “turismo” (“tourism”), and being fed up 

with a fantasy. 

 

Patience and Conformity 

At the start of the year 2000 (pre-September 11th), “flexibilizar” (“ease”)
4
 was not an uncommon 

partner with “inmigración” (“immigration”) or “EEUU” (“U.S.”), suggesting a willingness to both bend 

and wait as the U.S. flirted with immigration reform that would benefit Mexico. Language was used 

that detailed the vast opportunity (employment and wealth) available in the U.S. accented with a 

demonstrable tendency to encourage migration north and to hypothesize about a budding Mexican 

prosperity. Around October of 2000, the tone changed; “resistir” (“resist”) was a constant 

companion with “U.S.” or “EEUU”, as were frequent calls to “presionar” (“compel”) and “exigir 

justicia” (“demand justice”) on account of raids that were taking place and the political dragging of 

feet that was forestalling reform efforts. This contributed to a deep sense of frustration that “aún no 

abran” (“they still do not/will not open”) either the border or the nation to their southern neighbor. 

The emphasis and recurrence of the word “aún” (“still”) underscores a sense of disconcertment and 

certain astonishment that an opening of the U.S.-Mexican border to better enable Mexican nationals 

to cross with ease had still not yet come to fruition. 

Nearly one year later, in August 2001, one has the sense that yet again a carrot was being 

dangled in regard to the possibility of immigration reform with the frequent suggestion of “amnestia 

para ilegales” (“amnesty for illegals [undocumented] individuals”),5 a program to permit “obtención 

automática de ciudadanía” (“automatic granting of citizenship”), and even the presence of an 

“esfuerzo para restructurar la política de inmigración” (“effort to restructure immigration policy”) in 

the form of political coalitions meeting in the United States. There is a duality in the reporting of 

these prospects since the anticipation of genuine possibility is still permeated by a distinct feeling 

that the U.S. was hesitating and stalling. Still, it is curious to note that one month prior to the 

September 11th attacks there was much coverage that gave the appearance of considerable 

dialogue transpiring between the two nations (and more importantly, among American leaders 

                                                
4
In the sense of rules or regulations.  

5
Those not legally residing in the U.S. 
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themselves) regarding the potential for increased and improved Mexican access to and legal 

retention in the U.S. 

 

Heroization of Border Crossers 

By 2001, the social effects that so much migration to the north was having on Mexican 

communities and familial/communal relationships were becoming more urgently acknowledged. 

Lucrecia Santibáñez published the Op-Ed “Inmigración” in El Norte on June 20, 2001 that perhaps 

best vocalized the feeling of discomfort with the phenomena. She blamed then President Vicente 

Fox for manipulating the position of migrants who were “huyendo al norte” (“fleeing to the North 

[to the U.S.]”) and for using them as a tool for strategic political rhetoric, one that Fox supposed 

could be used to convince the U.S. that Mexicans were helpful (arriving in spades with an eager 

disposition to aid in the betterment of the U.S. in both a literal structural sense by providing manual 

labor and in a cultural sense by offering enrichment). In a broad view, Santibáñez uses the 

implications made by Fox of the “eager” Mexican migrant to warp them into a sardonic 

personification with the intent to make the point that such an impression of sweeping Mexican 

simpleminded alacrity is absurd (8). 

As a rebuttal to Fox, Santibáñez encourages a more micro-level perspective that border-crossing 

migrants are “valiosos” (“precious”), possessing a “fortaleza de carácter” (“strength of character”), 

and to consider how much of a shame (a bona fide tragedy) it is that “miles de nuestros mejores 

gentes se vayan todos los días a trabajar en tierra ajena. Pero no se les puede culpar” (“thousands of 

our best people leave every day to work in a foreign land. But you cannot blame them”) (8). This 

reflects the sentiment that the “culpa” (“blame”) for such mass exodus lies with perfidious Mexican 

politicians (like Fox) for not working towards the betterment of Mexican social, cultural, and 

structural restoration to keep Mexicans in Mexico.  

In response to widespread reporting that the U.S. was undertaking efforts to make not only 

prosperity, but basic survival a challenge, Mexican newspaper headlines were punctuated by a 

significant increase in reporting that emphasized the human element of illegal immigration and 

border crossing in 2005 (Cornelius 4, López 7, Muñoz Bata 17). This was precisely the opposite of the 

dehumanizing reporting efforts (driven by the LTN) taking place at the same time in the U.S.  

As demonstrated by Tables 1 and 2 above, 2006 was a pivotal year in terms of immigration and 

border related coverage in Mexico. This was also true in the U.S., though despite such congruence, 

there is again a radical disparity in what was being reported between the two nations. Published on 

December 21, 2006, the article “Frontera Invisible: Lecciones navideñas para el Congreso de EU” 

(“Invisible Border: Christmas Lessons for the U.S. Congress”), Muñoz Bara vehemently criticizes the 

occurrence of raids and abuses (identification theft, battery, etc.) reportedly taking place by U.S. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement officers. He decries the “trágica interrupción de la vida 

familiar” (“tragic interruption of family life”) (12) perpetuated by such ostensibly shameful intrusion 

and assault at the hands of the gringo law. Guided by verbiage such as “trágica” (“tragic”), a reader 

with a stake in the situation (a child whose parents or relatives are in the U.S., a parent whose child 

has been sent north to live with immigrants, individuals who rely on remittance income, etc.) would 

develop sympathy towards the appalling and grievous manner in which “our” family members, 

peers, and national compatriots are being treated by “them” for seemingly no logical or objective 

reason, cultivating in turn a sense of needing to join together in solidarity. 

Much of the contempt which underscores the article is coupled with the apt declaration that “los 

ilegales forman la columna vertebral de industrias como la agricultura, la industria de la construcción 

y la de restaurantes y hotels” (“the illegals [undocumented individuals] form the backbone of 

industries like agriculture, the construction industry, and restaurants and hotels”) (12). Quite the 

opposite happpens in U.S. newspaper counterparts as many of the “myths” often relied on to 

convince U.S. nationals that Mexican immigrants are a threat to national security and economic 

stability are simply untrue (Chomsky, “How Immigration” and “Jobs”, Golash-Boza, Ramos, “Latino 

Wave”).  
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As it is the most often repeated myth, pausing for a moment to examine the falsehood that 

“Immigrants Take American Jobs” with its socio-political cousin that “Immigrants Compete with Low-

Skilled Workers and Drive Down Wages” is worthwhile (Chomsky 3-29). As Chomsky and others 

(Chavez, Golash-Boza, Guitérrez, “Walls and Mirrors”, Ramos “Latino Wave” and “Manifesto”) note, 

deregulation and deindustrialization (two by-products of the 1981-1989 Ronald Reagan presidential 

era), coupled with the nature of jobs changing in the U.S. during the ‘80s and ‘90s, are much more 

significant and verifiable reasons why job loss has been encountered among American citizens in the 

late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries (3-10). Corroborated by data collected by the Pew 

Research Center, “no consistent pattern emerges to show that native-born workers suffered . . . 

from increased numbers of foreign-born workers” (Kochnar). In fact, it is much more accurate to 

state that undocumented Latinos/as living and working in the U.S. are actually an economic asset, 

adding an estimated $10 billion to the American economy each year, $4.5 billion of which is in tax 

revenue (Ramos, “Manifesto” 41-44). 

Yet, as Chavez has already noted, while such verifiability is often not sufficient to deter the 

effects that a LTN has on the masses, perhaps the rhetoric of esteemed media figures might be. Such 

was the premise of television personality and comedian Stephen Colbert’s involvement with the 

Take Our Jobs campaign sponsored by the United Farm Workers (UFW) in 2010. The campaign 

invited any American citizen or legal resident “who wish to replace them [migrant workers] in the 

field[s]” (Chomsky, “How Immigration” 125), and who believed immigrant farm workers were taking 

away jobs, to fill out a job application and be connected to farm employers.  

On July 8, 2010 when Arturo Rodriguez, then President of the UFW, appeared on The Colbert 

Report television show, only three people in the entire nation had signed on to participate (or 

rather, 0.0000019% of the 153 million eligible labor force in July of 2010), inspiring Colbert himself 

to join the promotion and spend a day on a migrant farm as a farm worker. Colbert’s popularity 

cannot be overstated, nor can the role he has played in several past social and political campaigns, 

and while his involvement certainly drew attention to the cause, in the end only seven individuals in 

the entire U.S. followed through (Chomsky, “How Immigration” 125). 

Returning to the theme at hand, Democratic President Barack Obama was a leader in whom 

Mexican immigrants had placed a tremendous amount of faith (Ramos “Country for All”). While that 

sentiment had diminished by the 2012 election cycle, it had not entirely disappeared and was indeed 

possible to revitalize, particularly in the aftermath of the Support Our Law Enforcement and Safe 

Neighborhoods Act (known colloquially as SB 1070), and with the enormous boost in popularity that 

resulted from the executive action taken by Obama to enact the Deferred Action for Childhood 

Arrivals (DACA) order in June of 2012. Among the provisions included in SB1070 was permission for 

law enforcement officers to determine immigration status by appearance, and to impose severe 

penalties on individuals who sheltered, hired, or transported “unregistered aliens” (Chomsky, “How 

Immigration” 152-180; Fiore; Vargas). It was widely denounced as being among the strictest and 

flagrantly racist anti-immigration measures passed in recent federal legal memory. While the 

Supreme Court struck down three provisions of the Act on the grounds that they were 

unconstitutional, one was sustained: the granting of permission to law enforcement officers to check 

immigration status if an individual were to be lawfully stopped with credible reason. 

Throughout 2012 and 2013, Mexican newspaper headlines and articles again cited immigrants 

and immigration to the U.S. as being the absolute “columna vertebral” (“backbone”) of the U.S., 

emphasizing the significant financial and social contributions that migrants make, and how there was 

still ample time to amend the many “intentos fallidos” (“failed attempts”) towards Mexicans and 

Mexico as Obama was ushered into a second term in office. The delusion was yet again short-lived. 

Between late 2013-2015 terms such as “indiferencia” (“indifference”), “desigualdad” (“inequality”), 

and “hipocresía” (“hypocrisy”) had assumed center stage in Mexican headlines, as had extensive 

reporting on the phenomenon of migrant “criminalización” (“criminalization”), the “separación” 

(“separation”) between mothers and children, and the purportedly widespread efforts to form “caza 

migrante” (“migrant hunting”) and “caza ilegales” (“illegal [undocumented] hunting”) movements.  
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Blurring Terrorismo and Turismo 

By March of 2002, a definitively derisive tone takes the center stage in headlines and 

commentary, particularly in regard to what were seen as grave errors committed on behalf of the 

U.S. as what was increasingly perceived as a reactionary response to the September 11th terrorist 

attacks, and the policy changes (especially with border entry) that resulted. There are multiple 

accusations that the U.S. was confusing “terrorismo con turismo” (“terrorism with tourism”) and had 

launched an out-and-out “campaña preventiva” (“preventive campaign”) against Mexican migrants 

and undocumented workers (Muñoz Bata 19). 

Such accusations continue well into 2003 with noteworthy coverage on the increased pressure 

that U.S. businesses felt in regard to hiring undocumented workers and being at risk for immigration 

violations. This marked a distinct shift since traditionally many legal policies regarding 

undocumented workers were not enforced, or were blatantly ignored, since it was somewhat 

(clandestinely) universally acknowledged that undocumented migrant workers were vital to the 

sustainability and stability of certain U.S. business sectors such as agriculture, landscaping, 

construction, food service, and domestic work (Chomsky, “How Immigration” 113-151). 

Furthermore, there was an increase in the observation that the September 11th attacks had 

caused a paradox in terms of immigration policy and “foreigner fear” between the U.S. and Mexico, 

a point that is particularly driven home by Sergio Muñoz Bata in his January 10, 2003 El Norte article: 

“El hecho de que todos los terroristas que participaron en el ataque fueron extranjeros residentes en 

el país ha determinado que las políticas migratorias U.S. hayan sido subordinadas a las políticas de 

seguridad nacional” (“The fact that all of the terrorists who participated in the attack were foreign 

residents in the country has caused U.S. migration policies to be made secondary to national security 

policies”) (19). 

The year 2004 ushered in a focus on the mounting wave of racism against Mexican migrants living 

and working in the United States. This is evident in a particular set of reportage mounted by Mural in 

December that homed in on specific hate-groups and their efforts to launch targeted programs to 

“detener” (“deter”) immigration, “deportar” (“deport”) undocumented individuals, and “quitarlos” 

(“take away access”) as many public services as possible (public education, access to medical care, 

food and housing assistance, etc.) (Pacheco 6). It is interesting to note that the author of the article, 

“Piden actuar contra el racismo” (“Ask to act against racism”), depicts these “grupos de odio” (“hate-

groups”) as a fringe movement. Yet in U.S. media such a stance of demanding steps to stop, deport, 

and restrict was exceedingly common, not on the fringe at all. It could be argued then that the cry to 

take these steps was much louder and widespread in the U.S. than the Mural article suggests, 

echoing a similar PR miscalculation with that which was previously discussed. 

Together with these hate-groups, the thought that a social “frontera invisible” (“invisible border”) 

had become insurmountable had gained traction in headlines and commentary. This was partly due 

to Republican President George Bush being re-elected, a leader who Mexican nationals had become 

entirely disenchanted with due to his change in stance about immigration reform between 2000-

2004 (Ramos, “Latino Wave”). His re-election, and the invisible social and political borders for 

Mexican immigrants that were becoming solidified in the U.S., were often termed as being “miope” 

(short-sighted), blatantly “discriminatoria” (“discriminatory”), extremely “mal intencionada” (“ill-

intentioned”), and even “suicida” (“suicidal”). 

Political commentary was not exclusive to President Bush or the U.S. political scene. Reporting on 

Mexican President Vicente Fox depicted him as a complete subordinate to Washington and 

dysfunctional in how he and his associates were operating. This point is emphasized by Luis Enrique 

Pachecho in his November 22, 2004 article, “Lamentan ausencia de política integral” (“Regretting 

the Absence of Comprehensive Policy”): “La política de Fox ha tomado en cuenta a los migrantes . . . 

pero desafortunadamente con una idea central: que sigan mandando dinero” (“Fox’s policy has 

considered the migrants . . . but unfortunately with one central idea: that they keep sending 

money”) (16). 
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January 2010 headlines and coverage marked a return towards reporting on the potential to 

revitalize “el sueño migratorio” (“migratory dream”) and a sense of an “esperanza recargada” 

(“recharged hope”). Such sentiments were short-lived; by July much of the dialogue about 

immigration in both nations was engrossed by the passing and implementation of previously 

discussed Support Our Law Enforcement and Safe Neighborhoods Act in Arizona (SB 1070).  

The signing of the law on April 23, 2010 ignited a firestorm. Among articles published in El Norte 

and Mural during June, July, and August of 2010, there was frequent discussion concerning similar 

laws being passed in other states. Many went so far as to offer comprehensive lists of locales that 

had enacted similar policies, presumably so that those migrating could avoid them (Díaz Briseño 15, 

Cázares, Corpus, and Ramírez 3). With an overtone of “at last”, in the July 15, 2010 article, “Obama y 

la inmigración” (“Obama and Immigration”) Gabriela de la Paz observed how efforts to enact SB 

1070 would “obligará a que muchos candidatos a cargos de elección se declaren abiertamente a 

favor o en contra de una reforma migratoria” (“oblige many candidates seeking election openly 

declare to be in favor or against migration reform”) (9), anticipatory of a publicly definitive posturing 

that many, if not all, U.S. politicians had been previously unwilling to do. But, as she notes, such an 

“obligation” contains a trap not so much for politicians, but for Mexican immigrants who might seek 

to benefit from the outcry against the anti-illegal immigration law:  

 
[T]odo discurso en torno a la inmigración, legal o ilegal, está inmerso en una narrativa del inmigrante 

ideal, cuya imagen es aquél que llegó en barco hace décadas, a principios del siglo 20 o después de la 

Segunda Guerra Mundial. Es decir, no el que cruza la frontera por tierra, con lo que claramente se 

trata de europeos. 

All discourse about immigration, legal or illegal, is immersed in a narrative about the ideal immigrant, 

whose image is one that arrived by boat decades ago, at the beginning of the twentieth century or 

after the Second World War. In other words, not the one who crosses the border by land, which 

clearly is about Europeans. (9) 

 

Fed up with the Fantasy  

The year 2006 solidified the belief that the border zone, and any potential for immigration reform 

that would facilitate improved relations between the two nations, had become “Un muro de 

mentiras” (“A Wall of Lies”) (Vargas Llosa 2). There was a palpable sense of bewilderment and 

befuddlement, a veritable “representación teatral” (“theater performance”) on behalf of U.S. 

politicians that had led only to a “muro de fantasia” (“wall of fantasy”), one that was entirely 

“imaginario” (“imaginary”) (Vargas Llosa 2). Vargas Llosa offers the statistic that between 2005-2006 

“hispánicos” (Hispanics) had sent a staggering sum of 45 million dollars in remittance money, or 60% 

more than in 2003, to their families. Vargas Llosa makes the astute observation that such a figure 

would be easy to manipulate as a negative (and indeed was by U.S. media), but the opposite is true: 

 
[L]os prejuicios deducen que los inmigrantes están causando una hemorragia terrible del patrimonio 

norteamericano. Pero la verdadera lectura de esa cifra debe ser, más bien de admiración y de 

entusiasmo pues ella quiere decir que los inmigrantes de origen latinoamericano han producido el 

ultimo año, para los Estados Unidos, una riqueza cuatro o cinco veces mayor que se ha quedado allí y 

servido para incrementar la renta nacional.  

The biases conclude that immigrants are causing a terrible hemorrhage of North American heritage. 

But the true interpretation of that figure should be, rather admiringly and enthusiastically, because it 

means to say that immigrants of Latin American origin in the last year have produced, for the United 

States, a wealth four or five times greater that has remained there and served to increase the national 

income. (2)  

 

This is further corroborated in an article by Margarita Vega in which she explains how “[p]or cada 

dólar de remesa enviada a México, los paisanos dejan 25 más en Estados Unidos” (“for each 

remittance dollar sent to Mexico, 25 more are left in the United States”) and that “[l]os migrantes 

mexicanos aportan a la economía U.S. más de 615 mil millones de dólares al año frente a los 24 mil 
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millones de dólares que envían como remasas” (“Mexican migrants contribute to the U.S. economy 

more than 615 billion dollars a year compared to the 24 billion dollars sent as remittances”) (4). This 

information was simply not being shared with the U.S. public on a large scale, or not in a manner 

that was emphatic enough to counter the LTN. Vargas Llosa and Vega suggest a sense of incredulity 

that such a wealthy, limitless, and eminent nation as the U.S. could not only be so unwilling to 

“share” with precisely those individuals who contribute to its colossal affluence, but engage in an 

aggressive offense to eradicate their presence, an extermination that would ultimately prove 

extremely economically detrimental. 

The year 2007 ushered in louder calls to “denunciar” (“condemn”) the U.S. and its immigration 

practices, and to continue unifying efforts to oppose and adopt a posture of zero tolerance. By the 

summer of 2008, immigration reform and overall relations between Mexico and the U.S. were often 

categorized as a “tema pendiente” (“pending topic”), again emphasizing the notion that they are 

“still” not important enough to be front and center in the form of unilateral action (even during a 

U.S. election year and despite mounting humanitarian pressure). In a curious turn of events, Mexico 

announced in 2008 new measures to create jobs to attract foreigners to Mexico and make entry and 

residence in the country easier (Barajas 4). It is significant to note that the job sectors specifically 

seeking an influx of immigrant labor were taxi drivers, gardeners, and agriculture, or rather precisely 

the types of jobs Mexican immigrants were obtaining, and employment sectors that they were 

bolstering, in the U.S. (Barajas 4, Chomsky, “How Immigration” 113-151). 

 

Conclusions 

The newspaper headlines discussed here establish that there is a meaningful degree with which 

calculated jargon is propagated within Mexican consumer spheres and that they do encourage 

micro-narratives to veer one discursive direction or another. When held up against the ways in 

which such periodical narrative construction occurs in the U.S.-based Latino Threat Narrative (LTN), 

an interesting contrast emerges. While U.S. headline lingo tends to exaggerate, distort, and deceive 

in order to rally consumers around nationalistic interests, Mexican headline narratives tend to swing 

towards decrying happenings with emphatic accuracy. The regularity of specific terms in Mexican 

newspaper headlines between 2000-2015 related to inmigración (“immigration”) and frontera 

(“border”) confirm that while aspects of the threat narrative formula application are slightly 

different from the LTN version observed in the U.S. (e.g., falsification versus accuracy), a similarly 

influenced socio-political response is present.  

Terms that appeared across all three periodicals with noted frequency in regards to inmigración 

(“immigration”) to the U.S. include the following: flexibilizar (“ease”), aún (“still”), resistir (“resist”), 

dudar (“doubt”), mentira (“lie”), oposición (“opposition”), presionar (“put pressure on”), justicia 

(“justice”), injusticia (“injustice”), discriminación (“discrimination”), rostro humano (“human face”), 

crisis, infrahumano (“subhuman”), integral (“vital”), columna vertebral (“backbone”), revivir 

(“rekindle”), fracaso (“failure”), contradictorio (“contradictory”), frenar (“put on the breaks”), anti 

inmigrante (“anti immigrant”), and caza inmigrante (“immigrant hunting”). 

“Titulares” (Headlines) published in Mexican periodicals between 2000-2015 served to defend 

Mexican interests, expose and challenge U.S. duplicity, yet also to establish a set of different 

priorities for the Mexico of the millennium, namely, to bolster a sense of Mexicanness that was not 

deferential to its northern neighbor. The careful review and subsequent selection of specific words 

or phrases published in the headlines of El Norte, Reforma, and Mural, between 2000-2015 

addresses the absence of such attention to Mexican print media counterparts. While Chavez’s 

discussion is paramount to the socio-political situation of Mexican immigrants who are literally 

inside the borders of the U.S., a perspective was previously lacking in regard to the influence that 

calculated discursive formations crafted by Mexican print media sources have on Mexican nationals 

who reside in Mexico.  
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